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The experimental research program has three oajor themes - the

study of hydronagnetic waves and RF heating using the TORTUS tokamak,

the development of diagnostic techniques particularly those based on

submillimetre lasers and the gyrotron, and gas discharge studies.

The latter work is done in collaboration with the Department of

Applied Phylcs and I.G. Brown of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Some of

the submillimetre laser development is undertaken in collaboration

with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

(C.S.I.R.O.).

Dr Dennis Mansfield (Princeton) spent August with us, working

with Dr Krug on optical phase conjugation at submillimetre

wavelengths. Later in the year, Dr Evan Bydder (Waikato, New Zealand)

commenced an extended study leave period with us. His main task was to

commission a neutral particle analyser for ion temperature,

measurement on TORTUS.

We are, as always, grateful for the support given to the group by

our technical and secretarial staff: V. Buriak, P. Denniss, R. Keir,

N. Lowe and J. Pigott.

We acknowledge financial and other assistance received during the

year from the University and:

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization

(formerly AAEC)

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering

Australian Research Grants Committee

Science Foundation for Physics within the University

of Sydney.



II. TORTDS TOKAMAK

2.1 COMPARISON OF SHIELDED AND UNSHIELDED ANTENNAS FOR ALFVEN HAVE

HEATING IN A TOKAHAK

(M.J. Ballico, M.H. Brennan, R.C. Cross, J.A. Lehane and H.L. Sawley)

Experiments have been conducted in TORTUS to compare shielded and

unshielded antennas for Alfven wave heating. For these experiments,

two antennas were used, located above and below the plasma at the same

toroidal location. Each antenna was equipped with a removable Faraday

shield, having a toroidal width of 3 cm (Fig. 2.1). The shields

consisted of 1 mm thick aluminium sheet with vertical slots aligned in

the toroidal direction. To reduce sputtering, the shields were coated

with a thin layer of titanium nitride. A fixed frequency of 5 MHz was

chosen. An RF pulse of duration 2 ms was applied 9 ms after the

beginning of the main tokamak discharge, at which time «/» . - 0.55.

The plasma and RF parameters at this time in the discharge were chosen

so that the resonance surfaces for the low toroidal modes (|n| s 4)

with m - ±1 were present in the plasma.

Experiments were conducted applying RF power to the antennas

both without and with the presence of the Faraday shields. In Fig. 2.2

is shown the time dependence of various plasma and RF parameters,

obtained from two similar discharges, illustrating the influence of

the shields. The RF power input to the plasma, P _, was approximately

8 kV for the two discharges shown.

As can be seen from Fig. 2.2(a), the application of RF power to

unshielded antennas results in a significant increase in the line-

averaged density. The presence of Faraday shields on the antennas

(Fig. 2.2(b)) eliminates the increase in the line-averaged density

during the RF pulse. Indeed, for the RF power levels available (P - <

10 kW), no measurable increase in line-averaged density has been

detected when the antennas were shielded. However, for unshielded

antennas, a density rise was observed at relatively low RF power

levels and increased with increasing power.



A comparison of Figs. 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) shows that the presence

of the Faraday shields results in a significant reduction in the

plasma antenna loading, R , defined as the increase in series

resistance of each antenna due to the plasma. As with previous AWH

investigations (COLLINS et al., 1986), a dependence of the antenna

loading with RF power was measured. Fig. 2.3 shows a strong decrease

in loading for unshielded antennas as the antenna current is

increased. For shielded antennas, however, only a weak dependence is

observed.

The antenna loading measured in these experiments arises from a

combination of both the desired coupling to the bulk plasma and also

dissipation in the scrape-off plasma. Direct coupling to shear Alfven

waves (BORG et al., 1986) and dissipation due to Langmuir currents

drawn by the antennas are two possible mechanisms for RF power input

to the edge plasma.

Faraday shields were observed to decrease the density of the

plasma in the region between the antennas and their shields, as was

evidenced by a decrease in the RF Langmuir current drawn by the

antennas. This causes a reduction of the power deposited in the edge

plasma due to Langmuir currents, resulting in the lower antenna

loading observed when shielded antennas were used.

The effect of antenna shielding on the coupling to waves in the

edge plasma has also been examined. Shear Alfven waves are directly

excited by the antennas, principally by the vertical feeds (BALLICO et

al., 1987). The poloidal structure of the magnetic fields associated

with these waves appears to be insensitive to both the presence of

shields and the magnitude of the antenna currents. The

poloidally—averaged wave amplitude, normalized to the antenna current,

is a measure of the efficiency of direct excitation of shear Alfven

waves. Fig. 2.4 shows the dependence of this efficiency on the

amplitude of the RF antenna current for both unshielded and shielded

antennas. Consistent with the antenna loading observations, a decrease

in efficiency at high antenna currents was measured for unshielded

antennas, whereas, when shields were used, the efficiency was

independent of antenna current.
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Fig. 2.2. — Time dependence of plasma and RF parameters for (a)

unshielded, and (b) shielded, antennas.
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Fig. 2.3. - Antenna loading, R , as a function of the amplitude of

the RF current,1 , for unshielded (O), and shielded
3-Ht

(•), antennas. The measurements were taken at t - 9.2 ms.
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Fig. 2.4. — Normalized amplitude of the poloidal magnetic wave field,

b./I measured in the scrape-off plasma as a function
# ant,

of the amplitude of the RF current, I , for unshielded

(O), and shielded <•), antennas. The measurements were

taken at t - 9.2 ms.



2.2 SUBHIIXIMETKE LASER DIAGNOSTICS

(M. D. Bowden, B.W. James and I.S. Falconer)

The optically-pumped formic acid vapour submillimetre laser used

for these studies has been upgraded by the installation of a strip

grating output coupler with a reflectance close to optimum for this

laser. (The output coupler was manufactured by the CSIRO Division of

Applied Physics and provided gratis as part of our collaboration with

that laboratory). This doubled the output power to 10 mW.

A simple submillimetre laser interferometer [1] operating on the

433 /an line of formic acid was set up to measure radial profiles of

the electron density in the TORTUS plasma, which were required for

interpretation of the laser induced fluorescence measurements reported

in Section 2.3. Density profiles were obtained for three types of

plasma: high and low electron density plasmas in which the hydrogen

gas was continually 'puffed' into the plasma and one in which a large

'puff of hydrogen was injected into a plasma produced in a static

fill of hydrogen. These measurements show that, for these conditions,

the density profile is not parabolic, but bell-shaped, as shown in

Fig. 2.5.

Preparatory work for the investigation of submillimetre laser

scattering from plasma waves, which is part of the study of Alfven

wave heating of the TORTUS plasma, has been completed. The object of

this experiment is to scatter from the density perturbations produced

when Alfven waves are mode-converted to give 'kinetic Alfven waves',

which are density waves, at the Alfven resonance surfaces in the

TORTUS plasma.

Theoretical modelling of the interaction between a submillimetre

laser beam and a density wave in a plasma is in progress. The simple

model which has been used to analyse far—forward scattering from the

density fluctuations associated with Mirnov oscillations (See 1986

Annual Progress Report) does not explain all of the general features

of our observations. In this model the laser beam is diffracted by the

phase grating set up by the refractive index variations associated

with a density wave. A more realistic model, in which the scattering

from individual electrons is integrated over the scattering volume, is

being developed.

[1] P.A. Krug, P.A. Stimson and I.S. Falconer, J. Phys.E. Sci.

Instrum. 12 960-3 (1986).
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Fig. 2.5 Radial profile of electron density in TORTUS 6.5 ms after

the start of the plasma current, showing the non-parabolic

shape of the profile.

Plasma conditions: Toroidal magnetic field: 0.85T

Plasma current: 20KA
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2.3 LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

(W. Wright and I.S. Falconer)

The aim of this project is to develop the observation of laser

induced fluorescence (LIF) as a technique for investigating the

properties of plasmas. The experimental program is currently centred

on the investigation of LIF of a hydrogen plasma in TORTUS.

Improvements to the TORTUS LIF apparatus over the past year have

resulted in a series of successful and interesting LIF experiments.

As reported previously (Annual Progress Reports 1985, 1986) a

coaxial flashlamp pumped dye laser is being used to excite the H

transition of the remaining neutrals in the plasma. Success has now

been achieved in narrowing the laser linewidth to -0.5 nn using a

telescope-grating (300 I/mm) combination as compared with a -4 ni

linewidth using an untuned resonator with plane mirror reflectors.

Suppression of lasing in bands adjacent to the desired wavelength band

(656.1 run) has once again been achieved with the use of a mixture of

the dyes Rhodamaine 590 and cresyl violet perchlorate (CVS). Anomalous

lasing bands tend to appear at wavelengths shorter than the grating —

selected wavelength so that by increasing the CVP concentration the

gain profile of the lasing medium is shifted towards longer

wavelengths and lasing in anomalous bands is attenuated to levels well

below that at the H wavelength. This increase in spectral brightness

ensures that the H transition can now be easily saturated. It is

advantageous to fully saturate the H transition over is entire

linewidth since the resultant LIF signal and hence the signal—to-noise

ratio is maximised, and the interpretation of the results is easier if

the LIF signal is independent of the laser's spectral brightness.

Further efforts have been made to reduce stray laser light levels

originating from inside the TORTUS vacuum vessel. Baffle plates have

been installed inside the vacuum vessel to reduce stray light

scattered from the port edges and the laser entrance port. This has

enabled us to make measurements out to a radius of 9cm (the minor

radius of the plasma is 10cm).
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The results presented in Fig. 2.6 show the LIF signal as a

function of laser spectral brightness and were obtained at a plasma

radius of 7cm with a central electron density of 2 x 1019 m"3. The

saturation equation of Gohill and Burgess [1] indicates that we have

achieved 84% saturation of the H a transition at the spectral

brightness marked with an arrow, i.e.the ratio of the n — 3 to n - 2

level populations is approaching the ratio of their statistical

weights.

Under laser excitation of the H a transition the n — 2 and n — 3

level populations are perturbed. Since the level populations are

collisionally coupled by electron impact we can also expect the n - 4

level to be perturbed and this should be evident in the Hp emission.

This enhancement of the Hg transition has been observed, e.g. at a

radius of 7cm and electron density ne — 1.7 x 10
19 m"3 the measured

enhancements of the n - 3 and n — 4 levels, deduced from the enhanced

emission of the H,, and Ĥg transitions, were

An3 - 2.1 x 1013 m"3

A114 - 2.6 x 1012 m"3

Recorded profiles of neutral hydrogen density have been determined

for a range of plasma conditions. This is achieved by measuring the

laser—induced enhancement of the n - 3 level population and inferring

the total hydrogen density by using a collisional—radiative model of

the plasma. This requires a knowledge of the local electron density,

which was obtained by Abel inversion of SMM laser interferometer line

density profiles. The results, presented in Fig. 2.7 show neutral

density plotted against plasma radius for 4 different times in a

plasma in which a large 'puff of hydrogen was injected into the

plasma produced in a static fill of hydrogen. The results show the

neutral density increasing during the puff to a maximum then

decreasing again as the hydrogen diffuses into the plasma and is

ionised.
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Doppler broadening is the dominant spectral line broadening

mechanism for TORTUS plasma conditions (ne ~ 10
1' m's,Te - 100 eV) so

spectral resolution of the H lineshape profile should directly yield

the local neutral hydrogen temperature. Preliminary attempts have been

made to accomplish this using the pressure-scanned Fabry-Perot

interferometer described in the 1986 Annual Progress Report. The

indications are that the neutral hydrogen temperature is much lower

than expected: of Che order of a few eV rather than - 25 eV.

[1] P. Gohill and D.D. Burgess, Plasma Physics 21 1149-67 (1983).
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2.4 GYROTRON SCATTERING

(G.F. Brand, P.W. Fekete and K.J. Moore)

(a) Mirnov Oscillations

We have used GYTROTRON III as a source to scatter from density

perturbations associated with the rotating nagnetic islands (Mirnov

oscillations).

Fig.2.7 shows the experimental arrangement. The radiation from

the gyrotron is directed along the waveguide through a wall into the

tofcamak experimental area. The quasi-optical (or Vlasov) antenna

converts the high—order waveguide modes into a well—colliicated,

linearly-polarized beam. The beam is intercepted by a second waveguide

(Fig. 2.8) and the TElt waveguide mode is excited. At the other end

of this second waveguide, the emerging beam is approximately gaussian.

It is then directed upwards through the plasma and detected on the

other side.

The analysis of the detected signal is the same as for the

scattered submillimetre laser signal. The output over a 2ms interval

is fourier-analysed. The dominant frequency, about 30 kHz, is the same

as the one found in the magnetic probe signal (Fig. 2.9). This

dominant frequency increases slowly throughout the plasma lifetime

(Fig. 2.10). A radial scan confirms the result obtained with the

submillimetre laser that the region of maximum interaction is

approximately 6—7 cm from the plasma centre (Fig. 2.11).

A plasma model with a rotating electron density perturbation

appears to give a good account of the observations (Fig. 2.12).

(b) Kinetic Alfven Waves

Experiments have begun to observe scattering from density

perturbations that are expected to arise in heating experiments. The

detected signal is passed through a narrow band amplifier tuned to the

oscillator frequency.
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TORTUS takonak GYROTRON III

Fig. 2.7 Experimental arrangement.

from gyrotron

parabolic reflector

Fig. 2.8 The quasi-optical antenna.
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Fig. 2.11 Height of the peak in the millimetre-wave spectrum as a

function of plasma radius. The density fluctuations

responsible for scattering appear to lie between 0.6 and

0.7 of the plasma radius. The gyrotron was operating at 274

GHz in the TE 1,14,a mode.
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Fig. 2.12 A uniform incident beam is refracted before it reaches the

detector. The plasma model has a sinusoidal density

perturbation in the azintuthal direction which is

superimposed on a parabolic density profile. The

perturbation rotates. The detected signal, taking into

account phase changes and beam bending, is shown below.
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III. THEORY

3.1 GUIDED PROPAGATION OF ALFVEN WAVES

(R.C. Cross)

Experiments in TORTUS have established that the Alfven wave is

guided along steady, helical magnetic field lines. These results agree

with theoretical predictions for a homogeneous plasma. Exact

analytical solutions have now been obtained to describe guided wave

propagation in a linear density ramp. These solutions show that a

narrow Alfven beam is decoupled from the fast wave, despite the fact

that « lies in the Alfven continuum.

Consider a plasma which is embedded in a uniform magnetic field

B - zB and which is homogeneous in the z direction but inhomogeneous

in the x and/or y directions. The wave equation describing low

frequency Alfven waves in the plasma (assumed current-free and with

zero resistivity and zero kinetic pressure) is

£ [1 «!i] + L f l £>*] + b
ax L F ax J ay I, F ay J z " °

where F - w2/v 2(x,y) - k 2 and v (x,y) is the Alfven speed. If the
A Z A

plasma is inhomogeneous in the x direction only, and d/dy - ik »* 0,

then the wave equation is singular at F — 0. The singularity

corresponds to an Alfven resonance layer.

The wave equation also admits non-singular solutions provided

that db /dx - 0 and 3b /d - 0 when F - 0. These solutions describe

magnetically guided Alfven waves which are decoupled from the fast

wave since there is no resonance layer. Such a wave contains a

continuous spectrum of k and k components and cannot readily be

treated by Fourier analysis in the x or y directions.

For example, a z-directed current element launches a narrow beam

with b - 0. In cylindrical coordinates, the wave equation has the

form

£ fi »il
ae [ F ae J

r2b, - 0
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with an exact analytical solution

b - b sin(?
z o

provided that F - -
For cosfl

(1 - For
3 cosfl)

where b and F are arbitary constants. The b. component is much

larger than b and is given by

rF 88 °

Since F - 0 at 6 - 90° (ie at x - X Q in Fig. 3.1), kg - a>/vA(xo).

When F r3 < 1, the density profile has the form of a linear density

ramp p - p (1-x/a) where

- X rcostf

For tokamak parameters, FQr
3 •< 1. The wave is perfectly guided by

the steady field since the radial component of the Poynting vector is

zero. The wave propagates at the local Alfven speed only at x - x and

there is no coupling or mode conversion to the fast wave. Since b- a

1/r4, the energy density at the plasma boundary is insignificant.

i - o"

Cencr* of syaaecry

of density distribution

1

Conducting

vail

Fig. 3.1 Wave magnetic field lines in the x-y plane for a guided beam

propagating along steady magnetic lines in the z—direction.
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3.2 PHASE CONJUGATION IN A MODERATELY DENSE LIQUID SUSPENSION OF

KXCROSPHERES

(M.L. Sawley)

Phase conjugation via four-wave mixing In an artificial Kerr

medium, consisting of a liquid or gas suspension of dielectric

microspheres, has recently attracted considerable interest. In the

presence of intense electric fields, gradients in the field amplitude

lead to ponderomotive forces that produce a spatial modulation in the

microsphere concentration. It has been shown possible to obtain a

substantial nonlinear refractive index n_, which may result in large

phase-conjugate reflectivity by four-wave mixing.

The value of n. is a measure of the depth of the refractive

index grating produced by the ponderomotive force. It is dependent on

the relative refractive indices of the microspheres and host fluid,

and also the volume fraction occupied by the spheres. In order to

maximize n- for a given choice of materials, without excessively

intense radiation or the associated saturation, the concentration of

microspheres is required to be as high as possible. The limiting value

is determined by sphere coagulation and settling of the suspension.

A theoretical study has been undertaken which addresses the

problem of increasing the range of validity of theory to treat

artificial Kerr media with moderate sphere concentrations. Using a

perturbation approach, an expression correct to second order in sphere

volume fraction has been obtained for the nonlinear refractive index.

To calculate the nonlinear refractive index, the force balance

equation, incorporating the ponderomotive force and the retarding

force provided by pressure gradients, is solved to second order in the

electric field strength of the incident radiation. A constitutive

equation for the refractive index of the sphere-liquid mixture, n in

terms of the refractive indices of the spheres, n , and liquid, n, is
s n,

required to calculate n«< Previous authors have assumed that
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4
where f — — it NQa

3 is the sphere volume fraction.

For low sphere concentration, one then obtains

2* Nna« f n2 - 1 1
2 — ik* (n-1) (2)

Here N and a are the number density and radius of the spheres,

kT is their kinetic energy and n the ratio n /n.

For many applications, Eq.(l) is not a valid approximation.

Assuming a mixture of dielectrics obeying the Clausius-Mossotti

relation, a more appropriate expression is

v + 2 J I V +2
(3)

where £ denotes the dielectric constant of the 'effective' sphere

medium. The

be given by

medium. The nonlinear refractive index can then be shown to 0(f 2) to
o

V
n2 - 1 Y
J J ^ J (1 + €)

* 9 kT n n I n2 + 2 J ™ (4)
where the 0(fQ

2) correction term (< erect to 0(fQ)) is

14 4
II I - frh.2 + 2>z V

(5)

It is interesting to note the Eq. (4) does not agree with Eq.

(2), even for |£| < 1. This is due to the fact that the constitutive

equations (1) and (3) are not equivalent, even for low sphere

concentrations. Since Eq. (1) lacks the theoretical basis of Eq. (3),

the adoption .of the latter appears to be more appropriate. It should

be expected that Eq. (4) provides a more accurate calculation of n-,

even for the case of low sphere concentration.
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In degenerate four-wave mixing, a phase-conjugate wave is

produced by mixing a probe wave in a nonlinear medium with two intense

counter-propagating pump waves of the same frequency u> as the probe

wave. The phase-conjugate reflectivity R of an artificial Kerr medium

can be calculated, once the nonlinear refractive index is known, from

standard formulae.1 Figs. 3.2(a) and and 3.2(b) show examples of the

results of such calculations for incident visible and far infrared

radiation, respectively. For visible wavelengths the dominant losses

result from Rayleigh scattering. However, for far infrared radiation,

absorption dominates. Shown in Fig 3.2 are the results of calculations

using Eq. (4), both to 0(fo) and 0(fo
2), and Eq. (2).

From Fig. 3.2 several important features may be observed.

Firstly, use of Eq. (1) to derive Eq. (2) leads to an under-estimation

of the phase-conjugate reflectivity. This is generally the case, the

magnitude of the difference depending principally on the values of n,

and n .
s

The 0(f 2) correction to Eq. (4) is not important for media with

a low concentration of spheres. However, for volume fractions of the

order or greater than 1%, a significant error may result if this

correction term is neglected. It should be noted that it is at the

higher volume fractions for which the correction is large that the

phase-conjugate reflectivity is highest, provided the effect of losses

is not excessive.

Fig. 3.2 shows that the derived form for the nonlinear

refractive index leads to the calculation of large phase conjugate

reflectivities, for both visible and far infrared wavelengths, given a

judicial choice of parameters for the artificial Kerr medium. It

should be noted that since a < X, it is possible to use spheres of

larger radius for radiation of longer wavelength. Since n- - a ,

similar values of phase-conjugate reflectivity for visible wavelengths

may be obtained for far infrared wavelengths at much lower incident

power levels.

Further details of this work are contained in Reference 2.

References
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SUBMILLIMETRE LASERS AND OPTICS

4.1 ADVANCES SUBKILLIMETRE LASER DEVELOPMENT

(M.D. Bowden, I.S. Falconer, B.ff. James, P. King, P.A. Krug,

P.A. Stimson* and L. B. Whitbourn**)

This collaborative project with the CSIRO Divisions of Applied

Physics, and Mineral Physics and Mineralogy uses a 35 W grating tuned

C02 laser to pump a formic acid submillimetre (SMM) laser. The SMM

laser can operate on the strong lines at 394 fim, 419 /im, 433 p.m and

513 fim when the CO. laser is tuned to the appropriate transition. The

formic acid is excited by absorption of CO- laser radiation to a

particular rotational level, J, of the excited vibrational state. As a

result of rapid rotational relaxation caused by molecular collisions,

the populations of adjacent rotational levels are also enhanced above

thermal values. Thus an inverted population may be achieved not only

for the J -» J-l transition (selection rules prevent AJ > 1) but also

for cascade transitions such as J-l -» J-2, and J-2 •+ J-3 The results

of our earlier investigations of cascade operation, and of the

polarization phenomena characteristic of a laser such as the CSIRO

laser which incorporates a strip grating output coupler, are given in

the 1985 and 1986 Annual Progress Reports.

As a result of the almost constant difference in frequency

between adjacent cascade transitions, a low frequency beat is produced

when the laser operates simultaneous at three wavelengths. This beat,

at a frequency of -1MHz, could provide a reference phase modulation

such as used in interferometers for plasma electron density

measurement [1,2]. This was tested by illuminating a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer (Fig. 4.1) with this laser. The first and third of the

wavelengths were sent down the reference arm of the interferometer

while the second was passed through the measuring arm, in which was

located a test slab of dielectric material. Fabry-Perot

interferometers were used as optical filters. The mixing of the three

frequencies produced a beat whose phase changed as the thickness of

the dielectric slab was varied.

* CSIRO Division of Applied Physics

** CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics and Mineralogy
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The Interferometer has not operated completely successfully as yet due

to inadequate rejection of the unwanted wavelengths by the Fabry-Ferot

filters.

We have also observed simultaneous operation of the laser at two

wavelengths and in the same transverse cavity mode, but with the two

modes orthogonally polarised. This permits the two wavelengths to be

readily separated with a polariser. This mode of operation was made

possible by the us* of strip grating output couplers {3]: with these

devices orthogonally polarised outputs are resonant at different

cavity lengths as a consequence of a different phase shift upon

reflection for the two polarisations.

Reference

[1] D. V«ron, Submillinetre Interferometry of High Density Plasmas,in

Infrared and Millimeter Waves, (ed K.J. Button) Vol. 2 67-135

(1979).

[2] Peter A. Krug, P.A. Stlmson and I.S. Falconer, J. Phys. E: Sci.

Instrum. 12 960-3 (1986).

[3] L.B. Whitbourn and R.C. Compton, Appl. Opt. 2& 217 (1985).

to detector
(reference)

from laser

plasma

Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram of a laser interferometer which uses the

beats provided by the simultaneous lasing of a cascade of

three formic acid lines to provide reference fringes.
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4.2 D&VELOPMEHT OF A GENERAL PURPOSE OPTICALLY PIMPED SUBMILLDIETRE

USES.

(P. King and P.A. Krug)

A second submilliiaetre laser has been built at Sydney University.

Its construction was motivated by four considerations.

(a) The need for a radiation source for the phase conjugation

experiments (see section 4.3)

(b) Provision of a versatile laser radiation source for any future

research in the Department.

(c) Provision of a test facility for novel laser components.

(d) An attempt to answer the question: 'What is the simplest design

of pump laser necessary to satisfactorily pump a far infrared

laser?'

The carbon dioxide {CO.) puop laser has a conventional axial

discharge configuration with two 750 mm long discharge sections

sharing a common cathode. The novel feature of this laser and the only

significant difference from the C0_ laser constructed some years ago

in the Department is that there is no passive stabilisation of the

cavity length. The absence of the usual quartz or invar spacer rods

leads to great simplification of the mechanical design. Thermal drifts

in the resonator length are satisfactorily counteracted by the

standard method of active length feedback stabilisation. The laser

produces up to 50W on a single line (selected by diffraction grating)

and in excess of 40V on the 9P(36) line used to pump the 119pm line in

methanol.

The far infrared (FIR) laser has been constructed, with minor

mechanical modification, from a design supplied by the Division of

Applied Physics of the CSIRO. Whilst this laser design has been

successfully operated at wavelengths above 300jtm at the CSIRO, the

lowering of the operating wavelength to the 119 im transition in

methanol has brought with it a serious problem: The low pump beam

absorption coefficient of methanol vapour results in a large

deposition of pump energy in the FIR output coupler. (Calculation

shows that as much as 85% of the incident pump power is transmitted by

the methanol vapour along the 2m laser tube.) Because the output

coupler is housed entirely within the vacuum chamber of the laser, it

is cooled only by conduction to its supporting flange. The relatively

low pump beam reflection coefficient of the standard metal mesh on
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crystalline quartz output couplers (mesured reflectance * 65%) means

that the coupler is rapidly heated by the pump beam. To date two

couplers have been destroyed by excessive heating. Solutions to this

problem currently being investigated include:

(a) Replacement of the coupler with a free-standing inductive metal

mesh followed by a crystalline quartz plate coated for high pump

reflectance.

(b) Combination of a metal mesh and a high relectance coated

substrate in a single element.

(c) Vater cooling of the coupler mount.

(d) The use of a novel resonant array to combine controlled FIR

transmittance and high pump reflectance in a single device.
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4.3 OPTICAL PHASE COKJUGAX1ON IN THE FAR IHFBARED IN AN ARTIFICIAL

KESR Mttitim

(P.A. Krug, P.King and O.K.Mansfield)

A new project to investigate optical phase conjugation (OPC) in

the far infrared (FIR) by degenerate four-wave nixing (DFWM) in a

photorefractive mediun has been initiated. The process of DFWM can be

considered as real-tine holography in which a holographic diffraction

grating is generated by the interaction of two light beans in a

non—linear optical medium, and the simultaneous "reading" of this

hologram by a third beam, giving rise to a fourth bean which is a

time—reversed replica of one of the initial beams.

It has been proposed [1] that a suspension of transparent

dielectric particles in a transparent liquid will exhibit large third

order non-linear susceptibility in the FIR spectral region if the

difference between dielectric constants of the particles and the

liquid is sufficient, and if the absorption losses can be made

sufficiently small. Such a medium is called an artificial Kerr medium

(AKM).

The project is most conveniently considered under three headings:

1. Modelling of the experiment

Using models based upon the ponderomotive force acting on

dielectric particles in interfering electromagnetic beams [2],[3] we

have calculated the phase conjugate reflectance and response times of

the AKM, and investigated the scaling of these quantities with both

source laser wavelength and adjustable parameters of the suspension

[4].

Whilst reflectivities of well in excess of 10% would be possible

in a perfectly stable suspension, the requirement that the time taken

for a particle to fall through the beam interaction region

significantly exceed the grating formation time restricts the

suspended particle sizes to less than the optimum. Response times will

be in the range 10s to 1000s.
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2. The fabrication of artificial Kerr Media

Using Fourier transform spectroscopy in the wavelength range

200/tm to 3mm, and laser beam transmittance measurements at 119pm, we

have charactertised the transmittances of three liquid hydrocarbons:

cyclohexane, decalin (cis- and trans— mixture) and liquid paraffin.

With the aid of small quantities of surface active agents (sodium

dioctyl sulphosuccinate, sold as Aerosol OT-100 by Cyanamid; Solsperse

17000 sold by ICI) particles of diamond, silicon, germanium and

calcium titanate have been dispersed in the liquids, yielding uniform

suspensions which remain stable for times ranging from minutes to

hours, depending on liquid viscosity, and the size and density of the

particles. The FIR transmittances of sample suspensions have been

measured as described above and are reported in two internal reports

[5]f[6]« We conclude from these measurements that low loss artificial

Kerr media are readily producible.

3. Experimental realisation of FIR phase conjugation

An optically pumped FIR laser and CO, laser pump, capable of

delivering several tens of milliwatts has been constructed. All

optical elements including thin film beamsplitters, mirrors,

crystalline quartz lenses (needed to produce an interaction region of

about lmm diameter) and interaction cells have been constructed.

Setting up of the DFWM configuration is almost complete, and the

initial OPC measurements are about to proceed.

References

[1] Mansfield, D.K. and Federici.J.F.,

Proc. 11th Conf. on Infrafred and Millimetre Waves, Pisa, p.697

(1986).

[2] Rogovin, D. and Sari.S.O.,

Phys. Rev. A, vol.31, 2375 (1985).

[3] Sawley, M.L..accepted for publication in Phys. Rev. A (March? 1988).

[4] Mansfield, D.K. and Federici, J.F., in preparation.
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[6] Krug, P.A., in preparation, SUPP 88/? (1988).
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V. GYROTRON DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS

(G.F. Brand)

5.1 Introduction

The gyrotron scattering work is described in Section 2.4.

Two significant improvements to the power supplies for GYROTRON

III have been made. The separate anode supply has been dispensed with.

The anode is now tied to the resonator body through a 15 megohm

resistor. The anode finds its optimal operating potential as a result

of the small fraction of electrons that are reflected back down the

gyrotron before reaching the resonant cavity.

The beam current is now feedback—controlled by means of switching

the filament on and off for the appropriate number of cycles.

5.2 Gyrotron IV

GYROTRON IV will be another tunable cw device delivering >10w of

power over the frequency range 75-330 GHz. Construction has been

started.

The main features of its design are:

* simplified construction of the electron gun and better access

to its components.

* the coupling from the cavity to the output waveguide designed

to improve the mode purity.

* water-cooling of the cavity to improve long—term stability.

* a second interchangable cavity aimed at obtaining

second-harmonic operation.

5.3 Dual—bean Interferometer

(K.J. Moore)

The design of a dual-beam interferometer has been completed. This

interferometer will use the gyrotron as the radiation source and will

allow precise measurement of the complex dielectric constant of

materials.
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VI. GAS DISCHARGE STUDIES

(I.S. Falconer, B.W. James, D.R. McKenzie*. P. Swift* and G.M. Turner)

This project was initially concerned with investigating the basic

physics of the magnetron sputtering discharge employed by the

Department of Applied Physics to manufacture the selective surfaces

used on their solar collectors. Spectroscopic techniques, including

the interferometric technique we developed for determining the average

energy of sputtered atoms from the shape of their emission lines, are

now also being applied to an investigation of the ion temperature in

the vicinity of the cathode spot of vacuum arcs. Dr. D.R. McKenzie,

P. Swift, a graduate student, and technical staff of the Department of

Applied Physics are collaborating with us in these studies.

6.1 Magnetron sputtering discharge studies

The Monte Carlo computer code for simulating the thermalization

of sputtered atoms is now operating satisfactorily, and has provided

much useful information for comparison with experimental data.

In order to check this code we have commenced another series of

measurements of the average energy of sputtered atoms from the shape

of the copper emission line at 510.6nm. Rather than estimate the

temperature of an assumed Maxwellian velocity distribution from the

shape or (at low pressures where the sputtered atoms have a higher

velocity) the breadth of this copper line as was done previously [1],

we are using a fast Fourier transform code to deconvolve the

instrumental function and the hyperfine structure from the measured

lineshape. This gives the contribution of Doppler broadening to the

spectral lineshape - i.e. the velocity distribution in the direction

of observation. Measurements at a fixed distance from the cathode show

the narrow gaussian lineshape expected for a Maxwellian velocity

distribution corresponding to the temperature of the argon filling gas

at high pressures. The profile broadens and the wings of the line

increase in intensity relative to the line centre as the pressure is

reduced. This behaviour is consistent with the results of the Monte

Carlo calculations.

* Department of Applied Physics
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We are experiencing problems with the lineshape deconvolution

procedure: the deconvolved line exhibits a feature in the wings of the

line which prevents reliable calculation of average energy, and the

linewidth is broader than expected at high pressures. The latter may

in part be due to difficulties we have experienced in measuring the

instrumental function of the interferometer at its operating

wavelength.

A slow 'drift' of the length of the piezoelectric drive units of

the Fabry-Perot interferomenter, and hence the plate spacing,

necessitated monitoring of the plate spacing during line profile

measurements. This was achieved by observing interference fringes for

a He-Ne laser beam which permitted the fringes recorded over a number

of scans to be precisely overlaid, even at low pressures where the

intensity of the 510.6 Cu line was low.

Attempts at measurement of the discharge electron temperature

using both a double Langmuir probe of the design used on TORTUS, and a

conventional single Langmuir probe, proved unsuccessful. We attribute

this to fluctuations in discharge parameters. The voltage-current

characteristics of the double probe showed a marked dependence on the

orientation of the probe with respect to the magnetic field, which

suggests that non-uniformity of the discharge properties may

contribute to difficulties in the application of electrostatic probes

to the measurement of magnetron discharge properties.

We have familarized ourselves with the ASYST software package for

data acquisition and analysis. This software, which runs on an

IBM-compatible personal computer, has proved invaluable in data

acquisition and manipulation and for graphical comparison of measured

and calculated energy distributions.

We have designed, and have made considerable progress with the

construction of a second, more flexible, magnetron discharge device.

The field coils are separate from the discharge vessel to facilitate

rapid changes to the discharge geometry. The design maximum field is

30 millitesla, compared with the 3 millitesla obtainable with the

present device, and the discharge length is approximately 800 mm,

compared with 200 mm for the present device. The field coils can be

quickly reconnected to provide either the 'mirror' field required for

'post cathode' operation or the diverging field necessary for 'hollow

cathode' operation.
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6.2. Vacuum arc studies

The energies of ions of the cathode material ejected from the

cathode fall region of a vacuum arc, which are anomalously high, are

of interest in relation to the application of vacuum arcs both as ion

sources for accelerators, and as sputtering devices for producing thin

film coatings. We have established a program of measurement of the

spectral lineshape of both ions and neutral atoms in vacuum arcs in

order to estimate the average energies of these species in conjunction

with Dr. Ian G. Brown and his co-workers at the Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, University of California, and Drs Martin, Netterfield and

their colleagues in the CSIRO Division of Applied Physics, Lindfield.

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has supplied us with a pulsed

vacuum arc, similar to that used in their MEWA (MEtal Vapour Vacuum

Arc) ion source for these lineshape measurements and for investigation

of other aspects of the physics of vacuum arcs. Initial measurements

on this device have been concerned with the investigation of the

variation in number of cathode spots during the arc pulse for a range

of cathode materials, and the initiation of cathode spots in the early

stages of development of the arc, using an 'Imacon' image converter

camera. These observations have been supplemented by electrical and

spectroscopic measurements, which suggest the existence of a 'glow'

phase of -7 /is duration before the first cathode spot is formed. Much

of the work on this aspect of the program is being undertaken by Paul

Swift, a postgraduate student attached to the Department of Applied

Physics. Mr Swift is studying the properties of d.c. vacuum arcs in

conjunction with this work, both in the Department of Applied Physics

and at CSIRO.

We are grateful to our colleague at the Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory for the provision of the META, and in the Department of

Electrical Engineering at the University of Sydney for the use of

their image converter camera.

[1] L.T. Ball, I.S. Falconer, D.R. McKenzie and J.M. Smelt, J.Appl.

Phys. 5£ 720-24 (1986).
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M.H. Brennan

R.C. Cross

I.S. Falconer

B.W. James

J.A. Lehane

D.D. Millar

G.F. Brand

V. Buriak

P. Dennis

N.A. Lowe

J.R. Pigott

(temporary)

Research Fellows

P.A. Krug***

M.L. Sawley***

Research Students

K.J. Moore

G.M. Turner

W. Wright

M.J. Ballico

M.O. Bowden

*** Queen Elizabeth II Fellows, arrived November/December 1986
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APPENDIX B

Postgraduate degrees awarded during 1987

Degree Name Thesis title

Ph.D. G.G. Borg Guided Propagation of Alfven

Vaves in a Tokaraak Plasma

L. Giannone MHD Activity and Alfven Waves

A.B. Murphy Observations of Alfven Waves

in a Tokamak Plasma

P.A. Stimson Far Infared Lasers and their

Application to Plasma Diagnostics
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APPENDIX C

PUBLICATIONS

Report
number

SUPP-55

SUPP-58

SUPP-59

SUPP-60

SUPP-61

SUPP-64

SUPP-65

SUPP-66

SUPP-67

SUPP-68

Title

Discrete Alfven waves in planar flux
tubes.
Astrophysics & Space Science.

Guided propagation of Alfven and ion-ion
hybrid waves in a plasma with two ion
species.
Plasma Physics. Contr. Fusion 29., 681 (1987).

A broadband amplitude independent phase
measuring system.
Phys. E: Sc. lustr. 20., 1216 (1987).

Discrete Alfven waves in cylindrical
plasmas.
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion.
(submitted).

Observation of enhanced laser emission
and new laser transitions in triple
cascade operation of an optically pumped
HCOOH submillimeter laser.
Applied Physics Letters S3., 766-8(1987).

A spatially scanning far infrared
interferometer for the measurement of
plasma electron densities profiles.
Journal of Physics E: Scientific Instruments
20, 1249-55 (1987).

To be reprinted in Engineering Optics

Guided Propaga'tion of the Alfven wave in a
tokamak plasma.

Propagation of torsional Alfven waves in an
inhomogeneous plasma.
Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. (in press).

Internal magnetic probe measurements of MHD
activity and current profiles in a tokamak.
Nucl. Fusion 22,.2085 (1987).

ICRF ray propagation in a toroidal hydrogen
-deuterium plasma.
14th European Conference on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, Madrid, 22-26 June, 1987.

Authors

C.L. Davis
I.J. Donnelly

G.G. Borg
R.C. Cross

G.G. Borg

C.L. Davis

P.A.
B.W.
I.S.

*L.B.
*J.C.

P.A.
P.A.
I.S.

Stimson
James
Falconer
Whitbourn
Macfarlan

Krug
Stimson
Falconer

G.G.,Borg

R.C. Cross

L. Giannone
R.C. Cross

G.G. Borg
M.H. Brennan
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SUPP-69 Alfven Wave Excitation in the Tortus Tokamak M.J, Ballico
24th European Conference on Controlled Fusion M.H. Brennan
and Plasma Physics, Madrid, Spain, R.C. Cross
22-26 June, 1987. J.A. Lehane

A.B. Murphy
M.L. Sawley

SUPP-70 The Tortus tokamak research program. H.H. Brennan
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Small
Tokamaks, Nagoya, 1986.

SUPP-71 Phase conjugation in a moderately-dense M.L.Sawley
liquid suspension of microspheres.
Submitted to Phys. Rev. A.

SUPP-72 Torsional Alfven wave excitation by mode A.B Murphy
conversion in the Tortus tokamak.
7th Topical Meeting on the Application of
Radio Frequency Power to Plasmas, Kissimee,
Florida, 4-6 May, 1987.

SUPP-73

SUPP-74

SUPP-75

SUPP-76

Bernoulli effect. A.B. Murphy
Physics, Educ. 21, 262 (1986.)

Far-forward scattering from a tokamak plasma G.F. Brand
with a tunable gyrotron. P.W. Fekete
12th International Conference on Infrared K.J. Moore
and Millimeter Waves, Lake Buena Vista,
Florida, USA, December, 1987.

A comparision of shielded and unshielded M.J. Ballico
antennas for Alfven wave heating in a tokamak M.H. Brennan
Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. (in press).

J.A. Lehane
M.L. Sawley

The bipolar motor: a simple demonstration of M.J. Ballico
deterministic chaos. M.L. Sawley

SUPP-77

SUPP-78

SUPP-79

Propagation of magnetically guided Alfven R.C. Cross
beam in the edge plasma.
25th European Conference, Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, May, 1988.

Alfven wave heating studies in the Tortus
tokamak.
25th European Conference, Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, May, 1988.

M.J. Ballico
M.H. Brennan
R.C. Cross
J.A. Lehane
M.L. Sawley

Scattering of millimetre-submillimetre waves M.D. Bowden
from the Tortus tokamak plasma. G.F. Brand
25th European Conference on Controlled Fusion I.S. Falconer
and Plasma Heating, Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, May, 1988.

P.W. Fekete
B.W. James

MooreK.J.
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Other publications

The calcualtion of wave fields in a
cylindrical plasma using a multiple
shooting technique.
Computer Phys. Comm. (in press)

Characteristics of a Ti vacuum arc and the
structure of deposited Ti and TiN films.
Journal of Vacuum Science and
Technology 61, 22-8 (1987).

Characteristics of Ti arc evaporation
processes.
Thin Solid Films Ul, 91 (1987).

An experimental study of a CW optically
pumped far infrared formic acid vapour
laser.
Infrared Phys. 2& 7-20 (1988).

Submillimetre laser scattering from a tokamak
plasma. 12th Int. Conf. on IB&MM Waves,
Lake Buena Vista, Florida (1987).
Conf. Digest, p362-3.

Simultaneous triple cascade operation of
optically pumped submillimetre lasers.
12th Int. Conf. on IB&MM Waves, Lake Buena
Vista, Florida (1987), Conf. Digest, p379-80

Optically pumped submillimetre lasers and
their application to plasma diagnostics
10th Int. Conf. on Lasers and Applications
(Lasers 1987), Lake Tahoe, California (1987).
(Proceedings to be published.)
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